PAWS Newsletter 2014
‘UNFORGETTABLE – THAT’S WHAT YOU ARE’ – the words of Irving Gordon seem singularly
appropriate for PAWS in 2013

So much excitement and where to begin?

Taking a deep breath and reporting chronologically, this newsletter covers:


Dogs Trust International Training Seminar



Launch of PAWS website



Catch, Neuter & Release with Animal Action from Athens



Renovating the new clinic



Four vet visits from the PAWS teams



Fund-raising events and sponsorship



Opening of the new PAWS surgery



Winter feeding



Rescues



Education



Plans for 2014

DOGS TRUST INTERNATIONAL TRAINING SEMINAR
PAWS has often been asked to provide facilities for treating and neutering dogs, so Lindsay applied
to attend the annual Dogs Trust’s International Training Programme. She was delighted to be
accepted to the March programme, held at Harefield in London. The course was extremely
interesting and informative and Lindsay was very impressed with the work ethic and enthusiasm of
everyone working for the Dogs Trust. It was also wonderful to meet people from all over the world
involved in animal welfare and exchange ideas and discuss problem issues. After an intensive week,
Lindsay returned home inspired and determined to expand PAWS services and carry out the plans
for expansion.

Before leaving Harefield, the Dogs Trust kindly suggested that PAWS’ new surgery might qualify for a
‘Best Friend Grant’. Lindsay completed the necessary paperwork and submitted a detailed plan of
action, and the Dogs Trust agreed to donate £5000 to help PAWS with renovation work at the new
premises and the purchase of an anaesthetic machine. The latter was going to be an important step
forward in allowing PAWS vet teams to operate safely on dogs.

International Training Group at Harefield and Lindsay receiving her certificate from Clarissa Baldwin

After weeks of research and advice from veterinary professionals, PAWS decided to invest in an
Oxygen Concentrator anaesthetic system. Zoë Tomkinson (one of our regular vet nurses) put Lindsay
in touch with Albert Walker of AW Anaesthesia who designed a machine specifically for PAWS’ needs.
Albert also kindly offered to come to Paxos to set up and demonstrate the apparatus, which is a marvel
of modern technology. For those interested in the chemistry, it works by taking in room air, removing
the nitrogen to produce 92% pure oxygen, which then passes through a vaporiser containing
anaesthetic that is administered to the animal via an endotracheal tube. In the week after the
apparatus was installed, PAWS operated successfully on nine dogs. The Dogs Trust was delighted to
receive a photo of the first dog to be spayed at the new clinic using the new equipment.

Albert Walker demonstrating the new equipment and Jonathan & Lindsay doing the first bitch spay

LAUNCH OF PAWS WEBSITE
Despite her Luddite tendencies, Lindsay was convinced by the Dogs Trust to set up a PAWS website.
After much discussion with IT-savvy friends and internet research, Lindsay launched a new site
through WEBS.com. That tool is user-friendly and, much to her amazement, Lindsay enjoyed the whole
experience. www.pawspaxos.com was launched in March 2013 and has since been regularly updated
with news and pictures from Paxos and the UK. It seems to have been a great success, as numerous
tourists to Paxos contact us via the website in order to donate or help in some way, for which PAWS is
very grateful. Lindsay would be happy to receive any constructive ideas on how the website might be
improved.
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CATCH, NEUTER & RELEASE (CNR) WITH ANIMAL ACTION FROM ATHENS
Greek Animal Welfare Fund (known as Animal Action in Athens) offered PAWS a CNR visit in 2013
instead of a grant. PAWS has always been keen to work with Greek vets, so Lindsay readily agreed to
this option. A delightful young vet called Eirini and her assistant Evgenia (Communications Manager,
who had carried out an educational visit for PAWS on Paxos in 2006) drove over from Athens for a
three-day intensive neutering session. The trip was very successful with 40 cats and five dogs
neutered plus three other operating procedures and 18 consultations. One procedure involved a paw
amputation on a small kitten that is now happily running round the island on three legs! Plans are set
for a repeat visit this March. Both visits will have been generously funded by The Brigitte Bardot
Foundation.

Evgenia & the amputee and Lindsay,Eirini & Evgenia in discussion

RENOVATING THE NEW CLINIC
Having been granted use of the municipal premises in Magazia earlier in the year, the PAWS team set
about deciding upon a design best suited for their needs as a new clinic. Rod Turner, a builder friend of
Lindsay’s, kindly produced detailed drawings of our plans. Work started in earnest in April when
Paxiot builders were commissioned to construct partitions to divide up the large open interior space.
The surgery needed to include an operating room, a prep room, a consultation room and a reception
area with storage. Next came electrical and plumbing work, again carried out by local businesses.
Before the decoration could be started, some serious plaster work was necessary; eventually a team of
volunteers was allowed to wield their paintbrushes. Chris Lyon was a particular marvel, proving to be
an enormous help as ‘Master Decorator’ during her June visit.

The partitions in progress and the band of happy volunteers
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When the painting was finally finished, the PAWS team moved all their equipment and supplies from
Gaios to the new premises. Artistic touches were added by Jaxx Russell Flint: these included painting
the PAWS logo on the wall of the reception area and colour washes around the door frames. Eric
Warner made and installed the doors for the surgery during July and August, so we would be up and
ready to go in September.

A special thank you goes to Faye Lychnou, without whose help and determination none of this would
have been possible. Not only are her linguistic skills indispensable but her ability to liaise with the
mayor and rally the work force for the renovations was exceptional.
Further renovation was carried out in October to try to weatherproof the surgery for the winter.
Lindsay is indebted to Rod Turner, who offered to help with these works. Not only was his building
knowledge invaluable but his bravery in climbing a 35ft ladder to seal the roof was quite remarkable!
PAWS must also thank a delightful young tourist (Heidi Peasley) who gave up two days of her holiday
to help paint the whole of the outside of the clinic.
Although it has been a challenging project and costs have been much greater than expected, the end
result is wonderful, and PAWS sincerely thanks all the volunteers who helped in the surgery’s
inauguration.

Rod Turner & Heidi Peasley and the newly painted Clinic
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VET VISITS
In parallel with all the excitement of the new clinic, vet business had to continue as usual. As always
PAWS is very grateful to all the vets and nurses who volunteer to work on Paxos. Following Animal
Action’s early April visit, the PAWS teams worked for a further seven weeks in 2013. James Forbes and
Jonathan Yeatts were in action late April, Russell Lyon and Zoë Tomkinson came for three weeks in
June and Russell and Jonathan returned in September for two weeks to inaugurate the new clinic.
Finally Staphis Konstantopoulos, a vet from Corfu, came over in October and worked with Lindsay for
a few days. Staphis made further visits in December and January.
During 2013, the PAWS vets neutered a total of 192 cats and 18 dogs and provided 145 consultations.
Other procedures included two amputations, lump and ear removals plus several eye and dental
operations.

James & Jonathan in April and Russell & Zoë in June

PAWS must also mention that Zoë did an excellent job on a prominent client, ‘Hot Lips’, the
collie/spaniel cross that is usually found outside Mambo’s tavern in Gaios. Zoë took him protesting
loudly back to the surgery in Gaios for a serious MOT! Once the beauty treatments began, ‘Hot Lips’
relaxed and appeared to enjoy the whole experience of both haircut and pedicure! After an hour of
hard work by Zoë, he trotted off looking and no doubt feeling a lot better. A job well done!

FUND-RAISING AND SPONSORSHIP
PAWS received tremendous support in 2013 from both sponsors and private individuals. Dogs Trust
began the year by accepting PAWS’ application for a Best Friends grant and donated £5000 towards
renovation work and new equipment for the surgery. The Brigitte Bardot Foundation funded the
TRN visit by Animal Action last April and will fund the follow-up trip this year. Marchig and WVS
joined forces to help with drug supplies for the new clinic and contributed towards flight costs.
Marchig has also generously donated £2200 towards the purchase of a new autoclave. Finally
Shuman Trust, which has sponsored PAWS over the last three years, is sadly retiring from animal
welfare but gave PAWS a very generous final settlement in appreciation of our work. This donation
should guarantee several vet visits from PAWS over the next two to three years. PAWS appreciates all
sponsorship and gives sincere thanks to all of the above organisations.
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Private donations given to PAWS on Paxos from locals and tourists were very generous, demonstrating
that many people are impressed with the new clinic and want it to be successful. Simpson Travel
kindly offered to put information leaflets and PAWS collection boxes in 20 of their villas; these
increased awareness and raised funds.
There were several fund-raising events through the year. The greatest challenges were 100k and 56k
walks undertaken by Lucy Davis in May and Lindsay & Graham Sadie in June. Lindsay was extremely
impressed with Lucy’s 100k trek from London to Brighton and amazed how bright and cheerful she
was when they met up en route at 6am on Lucy’s final stretch. Lucy’s parents Les and Pam live on
Paxos and were justifiably very proud of their lovely daughter. Lindsay and Graham found their 56k
walk across the Pennines tough going but enjoyed training for the event and were delighted to have
finished the walk more or less intact! These walks raised over £2000 and PAWS would like to thank
everyone who donated.

Lucy on the final leg and Lindsay & Graham celebrating!

On Paxos, PAWS is again grateful to Katerina & Giorgis Kondaris who continue to discount
accommodation and to Pano of Planos holidays for giving substantial reductions on car hire.

OPENING OF THE NEW PAWS SURGERY
The PAWS team arrived in Paxos on 16th September and, with some grit and determination, were
open for business at the new clinic on the 18th. Worries about being located away from Gaios proved
unfounded, as a stream of clients arrived each day with their animals as well as numerous interested
tourists.
The new surgery is a combined venture with Paxos municipality, so PAWS thought it was important to
have an official opening party, with the mayor as principal guest. Some 80 islanders attended the party
on Wednesday 25 September. Lindsay and the mayor both gave speeches which were simultaneously
translated by Faye. The mayor was extremely impressed with the surgery. His speech highlighted the
importance of voluntary work and co-operation, both of which were critical in creating the new clinic.

Then the ribbon was cut and the music began! Food and drink were supplied by Carnayo restaurant.
The whole event proved very successful and a good time was had by all. - (see photos below)
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WINTER FEEDING
PAWS is always grateful to the volunteers who help with winter feeding. Ray & Suzy do a sterling job
in Loggos, as does Carol in Gaios. Our thanks also go to Mike & Ann, who have very kindly offered to
take over and co-ordinate the feeding in Lakka. Thanks also to the many tourists who contribute food
to all of these stations, reducing the costs for PAWS and the volunteers.
PAWS has been asked to provide two more feeding stations to be placed in Magazia and Fontana.
Lindsay is unable to make them herself but knows a man who can! Once again, thanks to Rod Turner
who has agreed to make these stations as well as a new noticeboard for the surgery.
RESCUES
It seems that 2013 has most definitely been ‘Year of the Dog’ for PAWS. In April, James & Jonathan
neutered a loving German shepherd cross called Olaf. Soon afterwards, his owner sadly decided he
could no longer look after Olaf because of work commitments, so he was put up for adoption. Although
very handsome and friendly, Olaf is also very energetic so finding him a new home proved difficult. It
was hoped that he would be re-homed in Italy but that plan also failed to materialise. After he was tied
up for most of the summer, a new home was finally found for Olaf in the UK. He will be transported
overland from Corfu in early January with another abandoned spaniel (called Tinker) that is being
rescued by a vet nurse, Sue Scott.
Sadly, later in the year Faye discovered two puppies that had been abandoned by the side of the road
near the reservoir. They were extremely cute and Faye took them both to the garden at the new
surgery where she looked after them for a couple of weeks. PAWS is delighted to report that loving
homes have been found for both of them. Sincere thanks to Faye for taking care of this situation.
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PAWS cares deeply about all animals on Paxos but must reiterate that we cannot get involved
with dog rescue. Although we have helped with the re-homing of Olaf and Tinker, this will not
be repeated and we implore dog owners to act more responsibly.
On a lighter note, Russell was called out one sunny Sunday afternoon in September to an emergency
on a boat where a Cavalier King Charles called Bertie was feeling most unwell. He had just sailed into
Paxos with his worried owners. Russell quickly diagnosed acute colitis and, after appropriate
medication, Bertie was soon bouncing and chasing balls along the beach. As well as being an
accomplished sailor, Bertie is a dab hand (or should I say paw!) with the pen. In appreciation of his
treatment received from PAWS, he wrote an amusing blog about his Paxos experience. Amazingly this
raised nearly £1000, for which PAWS is extremely grateful. All the PAWS team hope that they will see
a healthy Bertie cruising into Paxos again in 2014!
While Russell was tending to Bertie, Lindsay was out and about paying bills and was given a cardboard
box containing a tiny kitten that had been found in the middle of the road. Her eyes were in a terrible
state and it was assumed she was blind. With a heavy heart, Lindsay asked Jonathan to come to the
surgery and assess her condition. Fortunately her eyes were just badly infected. We named her Maggie
and kept her at the surgery for treatment, plus some love and attention. She responded quickly and
within days became very playful and quite voluble! PAWS is delighted to report that she was adopted
by Eric and Jackie Warner at the opening party and has settled in really well at her new home.

Bertie and Maggie

EDUCATION
Due to the increasing dog problem on Paxos, PAWS is determined to improve education on responsible
dog ownership. We plan to organise several school trips to the new clinic in 2014, followed by a fun
workshop in the garden. The Dogs Trust has sent material to help with these workshops and PAWS is
insistent that dog owners should recognise the commitment necessary to giving a dog a happy and
healthy life. We also intend to emphasise the importance of neutering so as to prevent so many
abandoned and unwanted puppies.
Leaflets were printed both in English and Greek regarding general care of both cats and dogs. These
included information about sterilisation and flea and worm treatments that are available. They were
distributed from the new clinic.
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PLANS FOR 2014

The main plan for 2014 is to have the clinic open as much as possible so that the animals of Paxos
receive the veterinary care that they deserve.
A vet team from Animal Action will be returning in March and Lindsay and Faye will assist with this
visit.
Russell Lyon and his wife Chris have decided to spend three months on Paxos from the beginning of
April. During that time Russell will work two days a week for PAWS as well as covering emergencies.
He will also join up with Zoë Tomkinson in June and do a full-time spell of two to three weeks. During
this time, Russell & Zoë will continue to provide mobile days of veterinary care around the island as
needed.
Jonathan Yeatts has put PAWS in touch with Andrea Rhodes, a vet from Brighton. Andrea and her
daughter Harriet (who is studying to be a vet), are keen to volunteer for PAWS, and it is hoped that
they will team up with Jonathan in early September.
James Forbes will work with Lindsay in October but the details of this visit have yet to be finalised.
Lindsay is particularly keen to improve education in 2014. With the help of Faye Lychnou, she hopes to
arrange school visits to the new surgery followed by fun workshops about animal welfare. It is hoped
that some pupils might even be encouraged to pursue a career in veterinary medicine.
PAWS will also be researching and implementing administrative changes that are required for the new
clinic.
Lindsay will continue to raise funds and keep the website updated so that as many people as possible
can learn about PAWS’ work on Paxos. If you would like to help or contribute in any way, please do not
hesitate to get in touch either via the website or telephone number printed on this newsletter.
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